Proposal to purchase a shuffleboard table for Titan Bowl & Billiards.

PRESENTED TO:   Titan Student Centers Board of Trustees

MEETING DATE:   April 17, 2019

PRESENTED BY:   Douglas Kurtz, Titan Student Centers Board of Trustees, Vice Chair of Operations

BACKGROUND
The addition of shuffleboard to Titan Bowl & Billiards has been discussed for a couple years. It was not purchased in 2018 due to a delay from the manufacturer.

PROPOSAL
To purchase one standing Shuffleboard, no less than 12 feet and no more than 16 feet in length, from unused funds from the travel and contingency budget of the Titan Student Centers Governing Board. It will be housed in Titan Bowl & Billiards for all students, faculty/staff, and the community to use. The table materials will complement the same aesthetic as the billiards and foosball tables in Titan Bowl & Billiards. A cover to keep the shuffleboard from being damaged when it is not being used will be included in the purchase.

RATIONALE
Titan Bowl & Billiards is a place for students and the general public to engage in fun and exciting games. The addition of Shuffleboard will add to this vision. It is a game that can easily be played by anyone and does not require a lot of upkeep. It will not obstruct or take away from any of the activities already in place in Titan Bowl & Billiards.

IMPACT
Shuffleboard will be added to Titan Bowl & Billiards for everyone to enjoy. No other games, tables, and chairs will be removed from Titan Bowl & Billiards. Existing tables will be adjusted to accommodate the table in the gaming area.

BUDGET IMPACT
Cost of the table, cover, delivery and installation shall not exceed $5,000. Money will be allocated from the Titan Student Centers Board of Trustees Contingency account (1900-8097) for $1,500 and from unused travel (1900-8077) for $3,500. Cost per game will begin at $4.75/hour for CSUF students, $6.25/hour for CSUF Faculty/Staff, and $8.15/hour for community members. Fees will be assessed annually by the Titan Bowl & Billiards staff or as needed.

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
Shuffleboard and cover will be installed and activated in early summer 2019.